By Dan Grant

Ring the bell! Bring out the champagne! For the first time in two seasons MIT has made a good showing in hockey.

Not since Tech's crispest 8-3-70-71 campaign has such an event taken place. The win came at the expense of Harvard, traveling north from its Pennsylvania house area, by a score of 10-5. Rich Calder '74 and George Kannen '73 pulled off a hat trick to spearhead the Tech offense.

The effect on the effects of the game right before, against Colgate and Cornell was nil in the early minutes. Neither side could mount a continued attack. Kennedy, however, the Lehigh goalie with a perfect shot to the near post corner of the net to deny a first blood. A fine individual effort by Rob Hunter '73 until Tech's second score. Skating the length of the ice, he let go a shot with a 49'5" put. Good 56'5" effort. Moore also took third place in the 440 yard event with a soaring 16'6" vault. His time was only one-half second shy of the MEIT record. Jim Alward '74 late in the second stanza and on a clear breakaway with the goalie out of position.

At this point, MIIT appeared to dominate the game on three goals at 12, 15:05, and 16:50. The pole vault saw co-captain Kenney scoring again at 13:25, registering all, and Casler completing his hat trick, to ice the 10-5 victory.

However, Jim Alward '73 and Kenney centered with a goal each and Rob Hunter '73 with the goalie out of position.

At point in the season, Kennedy leads the team in goals scored with nine and total points with 18. With 13 to his credit, Warner and Luzzi '74 topped the top spot in assists. The Engineers, now 2-0 on the year, next play at home tomorrow night, entertaining University of Maine at Portland in a 7 pm encounter.

Track at GBCCA: Places twice

By Mike Charette

The MIT varsity track team took sixth place in the Greater Boston Indoor Track Championships held at Harvard last Friday and Saturday. Although the team showed 16 points was unimpressive as compared to winner Harvard's 120 points there were several individual successes for MIT.

Co-captain Brian Moore '73 "took second place in the weight throw with a 15'6" shot with a 49'5" put. In the running events, it was Elliot "Flash" Boden '73 who took third place in the 440 yard run with a time of 50.5, just one-tenth of a second behind first place. Boden led most of the race until smashed by the cries of "Watch out, Elliott!"

The MIT varsity track team, sparked by a strong personal account third pair, won the North American Hurdle Championships this past weekend at Cornell. The MIT-NO MAMES, MIT, other "A" Division entry, completed the sweep by placing second behind the MITEZO 117-2/3 points. UNIVERSITY, BROWN, (see The Tech, February 7) finished a distant third with 75'6" and was followed closely by the Somervillians with 73'5/6. Two other "A" Division teams, Rensselaer and Cornell, were eliminated on the first day of competition.

In route to the sweep, MIT also took the top three highest scoring pairs. Tied for top pair was Dave Alexander '74 and Scott Ricks, with the MIT sharpshooter.

The league consists of Harvard, Cornell, Dartmouth, Princeton, Brown, and the University of Pennsylvania in addition to MIT. Each school's team has six players divided into two teams, each consisting of three. On this year's for MIT are Chuck Chan '74, Bob Lapid '72, and Joseph Lee '73 on the "A" team and Robert Lee '73, Denny Wang '74, and Lom Liss '74 on the "B" team. These teams play two sets of round robin games, for a total of eighteen. Each team in win or more games wins one match point for their school.

MIT has already crushed Harvard with a score of 10-3, thereby gaining two points in the league. The University of Pennsylvania has scored two points. Last year, before the league was established, Tech defeated Yale 10-2, and resulted in a victory. The Associated Press is their strongest competition. Columbia, whose best player is

Winnertaken titles, sweep nationals

The MIT-VOO team, sparked by a strong personal account third pair, won the North American Hurdle Championships this past weekend at Cornell.

The MIT-NO MAMES, MIT, other "A" Division entry, completed the sweep by placing second behind the MITEZO 117-2/3 points. UNIVERSITY, BROWN, (see The Tech, February 7) finished a distant third with 75'6" and was followed closely by the Somervillians with 73'5/6. Two other "A" Division teams, Rensselaer and Cornell, were eliminated on the first day of competition.

In route to the sweep, MIT also took the top three highest scoring pairs. Tied for top pair was Dave Alexander '74 and Scott Ricks, with the MIT sharpshooter.